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'People who  criticise  Euripides  for  making  plays which  end unhappily  are mistaken', declared 

Aristotle in his Poetics, 'for such plays are the most  truly tragic'. We naturally  think of a 

tragedy as ending  with doom and disaster:  like 'the  last act of Hamlet'  (a body  count of about 

seven),  which has  become  a proverbial  expression  for wholesale  bloodshed. So it can be a 

shock  to find  that,  in  several  Greek  tragedies,  among  them Euripides' Iphigeneia at Aulis, 

death is averted at the eleventh  hour and events seem to turn out fortunately. If a play called 

a tragedy ends fortunately for the central characters, what makes it a tragedy? 

Shadows of the Future 

People have been asking this question for centuries, and it would be a brave writer who 

attempted to give a single answer. What this article will do is explore  just one of the effects  

which an author may include in the presentation  of his story, to make us feel, however events 

tum out, that dark shadows  remain  at the end. This effect is the use of other legends 

concerning 'what is going  to happen'  to the play's  characters  in  events  after  the action 

closes. Euripides' lphigeneia at Aulis (hereafter I.A., for the sake  of  brevity), recounting  events  

which come  near  the beginning  of the saga of the Trojan  War and of the family  of 

Agamemnon, provides a good  opportunity  for  studying  this effect. Euripides' audience would 

be familiar with a wide range of stories about what happens afterwards to the play's 

characters. He can, then, remind  the audience,  when he wishes, of these other stories, in ways 

that will affect their response to the play's  events  and, ultimately, to its outcome. 

We   shall    examine    Euripides' use  of the 'shadows of the future' in /.A, alongside similar 

effects in a play closely modelled  on  it:  Iphigenie  by the French 17th-century play wright Jean 

Racine. Racine often drew inspiration from his reading of Euripides, and in Iphigenie  he draws on 

several of the sombre reminders of the future in I.A. to create a darker background to his own 

slightly different  outcome.  Each  play bas the same essential plot: an oracle of the goddess  

Artemis demands that Agamemnon, leader of the Greeks, sacrifice his  daughter  Iphigeneia to 

release  the  winds  that  the Greek fleet needs to take them to Troy. At the last, Artemis accepts 

a different sacrifice (although in Euripides she still whisks Iphigeneia away), and the Greeks are 

allowed to go their way to Troy. 

The  obvious   central issue of each play is, then,  'Will Iphigeneia be killed or not?' Each  

playwright  keeps  this issue alive through Agamemnon's changes  of mind and the arguments and 

interventions of the various other interested parties. But this issue is like a two-sided  coin: 

viewed  from the other side, there is another question: 'Will the Trojan War take place or not?' 

Both writers from time to time put the issue in this light, most obviously in the scene where 

Menelaus, in the Greek  play, and Ullyse (Odysseus) in the French,  put pressure on  

Agamemnon  to agree  to the sacrifice (/.A. 349-72,   Iphigenie 282-320).  

Iphigenia’s Sacrifice and the Cost of the Trojan War 

 



In Euripides, Iphigenia finally decides to die willingly, for the very reason that Greece may fight 

the Trojan War: ‘Thousands of men armed with shields [...] will dare to do deeds against the 

enemy and to die for Greece's sake; I and is my one life to hold all these things back?' (1387-

90). Whatever Euripides' attitude to the worth of the Trojan War, it is clear that he often 

reminds us of what the war is going to cost even the victorious Greeks - Iphigeneia herself 

mentions this: 

'thousands ... will dare to die'. 

When the chorus first comes on and sings excitedly of the young warriors they have seen, it is 

interesting  that the first four they name (192-9) are all men who, the audience knows, will die 

at Troy: lesser Ajax, killed in the storm that wrecks the fleet on its return (Odyssey  4), greater  

Ajax,  who will  kill himself, Protesilaos,  the first to land and the first to die on Trojan soil (Iliad 

2), Palamedes, killed by his own countrymen's treachery. With deaths like these in mind, do 

we hear, underlying Iphigeneia's heroic words, another, painfully ironic meaning: 

'thousands  will die, and shall I prevent these things?' 

Euripides' Iphigeneia also accepts her fate to prevent the death of the young Achilles, who has 

offered to defend her (1392-3). But again, as the audience well knows, if the Trojan War 

happens Achilles  will die nonetheless. Euripides' portrayal of Achilles has much in common with 

the familiar picture of him in Homer's Iliad - his pride, the suggestion  of tension  with 

Agamemnon. To  an  audience  that  knows   its  legends   and  its  Iliad,  the young, brilliant, 

swift-footed warrior of the chorus' first song (206ff.), the proud (and self-centred!) champion  

of Iphigeneia, carries  with him reminders  of the rest of the story: the feud with Agamemnon 

that will cost him his friend Patroclus, and his own fated early death which is the accepted price 

of his glory at Troy. Iphigeneia hopes to save Achilles'  life, by dying willingly; her death will 

allow a war to go ahead in which we know  he will die. Their  'farewell scene', I think, is 

coloured by this irony:  'And  you, my friend,  do not  die  through  me, nor kill anyone, but 

allow me to save Greece ... ' (1418-20). It is one of the painful contradictions of I.A.'s ending 

that Artemis allows  the Greeks  their  wind and their  war, without  (we are told) in fact taking 

Iphigeneia's life; but as a result, many of those Iphigeneia meant to serve and save will 

eventually meet destruction.  

Iphigeneia and Achilles in Racine's lphigenie 

When Racine adapted Euripides' play, he was particularly interested in developing  the 

relationship between Iphigeneia  and Achilles. In both plays, Iphigeneia is lured to Aulis for the 

sacrifice by the pretence that she is to marry Achilles. Euripides' Achilles has never seen the 

princess before, and only at the very end is the potential for a more personal interest between 

the two delicately sketched in ('Child of Agamemnon, some god would have made  me happy, if 

I were to  win you in marriage  ... ', 1404-5ff.). For  a 17th-century  French  audience,  

however, a fuller 'love interest' was almost obligatory. So, perhaps inspired by that late passage 

in Euripides, Racine builds the relationship between  Iphigeneia  and  Achilles  into  a  long-

standing love affair. The ups-and-downs of their relationship then become one major driving 

force of the plot. This makes the French play rather different from its Greek source; and Iphigenie 

at first sight seems to have a more whole-heartedly  'happy ending'  for the young couple, who 

are reunited at the conclusion. 

 



Racine, however, also picks up on Euripides' use of the 'shadows of future events' of the Trojan 

War, and develops this aspect of Achilles' role alongside  its romantic element. Early on, we hear 

Agamemnon remind Achille of what fate decrees for him if the expedition goes ahead: 'Your 

life, elsewhere both long and fortunate, I Must be cut down in its prime before Troy' (Iphigenie 

225-6). Achille acknowledges this, but sees  no reason to alter his  previous  choice  of  immortal   

honour  over  a  longer  life (247-68). This passage directly recalls references to his 'choice of 

fates'  in the Iliad; and throughout, Racine often adopts and develops Euripides' technique of 

recalling the events of the Iliad and their consequences.  

All of this lends  poignant  irony  to the scenes between  the young couple, where Achille seems  

to forget, and Iphigenie to be unaware, what we know his Trojan future holds, even if she 

survives  now. As in Euripides,  their supposed farewell  underlines the topsy-turvy irony of the 

conclusion: 'If l have not lived as Achilles' wife, I I hope at least a fortunate future I Will join my 

memory to your immortal deeds [...] I Good-bye, my prince, and live ...' (1564-9). The couple are 

about to be separated for ever – not by Iphigeneia’s impending death, but by Achille’s 

departure for Troy, whence he will never return. When her death is averted, we are still left 

with our knowledge of this dark shadow: their 'happy ending'  is only temporary.  

Dark clouds 

The second  series of legends  used by both authors to create a sense of dark clouds hanging  

over the play 's ending  concerns the story of lphigeneia's family. Agamemnon's murder by 

his wife Clytemnestra and her lover  Aegisthus, on his victorious return from Troy, was among 

the best-known  Greek legends. In most surviving  literary  versions,  the sacrifice  of Iphigeneia  is 

mentioned  as a principal or possible  motive for  her mother's crime. So it was open to 

Euripides  and Racine, if they wished, to set up in the audience's mind a connection between the 

events of this play and Agamemnon's death. 

The apparent obstacle is that in neither play does Iphigeneia actually die. . In both plays, 

however, a very vivid emotional picture is built up of the impact of her impending  death, 

especially on Clytemnestra. 'If you go with your army leaving me in the house  [...] through  a 

long absence,  what feelings do you think I shall have at home, when I see all the chairs empty 

of her,  all  the  maidens' apartments empty,  and  I  sit  alone  in tears [...]: "My child,  your 

own  father  killed  you  ..."' (/.A. 1171-7). Earlier  references, particularly  by  Agamemnon, to 

Clytemnestra's reaction if she discovers  the truth are foreboding (e.g. I.A. 454-9), and there are 

definite elements of threat as well  as  grief  when  she  does  confront  her  husband  with his 

intended deed.  'Don't, by the gods, don't force me to become wicked  towards  you',  she 

exclaims  in Euripides  (1183-4); in Racine, she challenges: 'As barbaric a husband as you are a 

pitiless father, I Come and snatch her from her mother -if you dare' (1319-20). 

Clytemnestra and Agamemnon: a relationship beyond repair 

Are these ominous hints undermined by the way things actually tum out? We are given a clue to 

the author's intentions in the final exchanges between Clytemnestra and her daughter. In both 

plays Iphigeneia  urges her mother not to cherish hatred for her father, and Clytemnestra's 

bitterly adamant  refusal to respond to this appeal makes it clear that her relationship with 

Agamemnon has been irretrievably damaged (/.A  1455-7, lphigenie 1661-3). This, I think, 

holds good even at the end: Agamemnon may not have killed their child, but he was going to, 

and between him and Clytemnestra nothing can ever be the same. This note is sounded less 

strongly at the end of Racine's play, but it is worth noticing that Clytemnestra's concluding 



words, when summoned to receive Iphigenie from Agamemnon, acknowledge heaven's help 

and Achille's, but ignore  her husband (1801-2). And in /.A., Clytemnestra's last words show 

her little comforted, and not entirely convinced, by the account of her daughter's escape; while 

Agamemnon's farewell, in the light of the known legend, speaks of their separation  in words 

full of dramatic  irony: 'my  communications to you from Troy will be few and far between. And 

may all go well with you', topped off by the chorus' conclusion: 'Son of Atreus,[...] return home 

in joy' (1625-8). 

Clytemnestra and Orestes 

Immediate disasters  may be averted at Aulis, then, but we are left knowing that these events 

will eventually be nonetheless instrumental in bringing about grief, shame, and bloodshed. 

These dark future shadows are especially exploited by Euripides. He makes particularly striking  

use of the legendary  sequel to Clytemnestra's crime:  her  death at the hands of her  own son 

Orestes. Orestes is present in I.A., a little boy who sleeps in his nurse's arms as his mother 

croons  tenderly  over him (621-4), and whom Iphigeneia at the last urges her mother to bring 

up to manhood (1450). Neither he nor anyone else realises how these events will affect him 

when he is a man; but, once more, the audience knows, with literary and pictorial images in their 

minds of matricide, madness, the pursuing Furies. There is piercing irony, and sorrow for both his 

fate and Clytemnestra's, in Euripides' pictures  of  a tenderly-loved son  with  his  mother,  

who  will become an adulteress, a murderess, and the victim of his vengeance. Racine  omits 

Orestes from  his cast,  but seems  to draw inspiration from this Euripidean effect for the 

unconsciously  tragic  parting  wish  of his Iphigenie  for  her mother: ‘Your eyes will find me 

again in Orestes my brother, / May he alas! Be less fatal to his mother!’ (Iphigénie 1667-8). 

Conclusion 

Both in Euripides' and in Racine's play, Iphigeneia  survives Aulis. But the separation  her death 

threatened has only been postponed. She will live, but those she thought she was leaving will in 

fact leave her. Once they sail to Troy, she will never see Achilles again, nor (in Euripides,  and 

presumably  Racine) her father. In Euripides she bas indeed said her last farewell to her mother; 

in Racine that loss is delayed, but the play has hinted that it too will inevitably come. Having 

built up the relationship between Iphigenie and Achille in accordance  with the tastes of his 

time, Racine may concentrate more on the dark shadow hanging over Achille's future than on 

the foreboded  future of Iphigenie's parents, just as the reverse is true in Euripides. But these  

two  plays, from  their  very different  backgrounds, both draw on the same sources to create an 

equivalent  effect at their conclusion. They  may end  fortunately  for the heroine. But if the sun 

has broken through the clouds for Iphigeneia  at the end, other dark clouds are not far away, and 

are inexorably moving in.  Creating  this  effect  is  one  of  the ways  in  which  a  play like  I.A. or 

lphigenie can  end  without disaster,  yet  remain  a tragedy. 
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